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\ is a difficult task for a search robot to handle. Current state-of-the-art solutions for are considered robotic topological maps (e.g. [@bib1; @bib3; @bib8; @bib11; @bib24; @bib31; @bib32]). Such maps rely on landmarks and/or map points associated with a map, which becomes a tedious and error-prone process as the map increases in size and complexity. Though in some cases, robots are able to
find their way in unknown environment, there is no general method to control them. In this work, we introduce a novel approach to control a by increasing its memory capacity. The robot has two primary navigation modes: (1) a map-less mode that consists of using two light-emitting diodes (LEDs) in a lateral approach to a fixed point; and (2) a map mode that uses the robot’s map knowledge of its
surroundings for navigation. In our experiments, the robot is controlled by the user during all the processes. In the next section, we introduce our approach to control the robot for navigating without a map. In the section on experimental results and discussion, we describe our experiments with the robot, and present different test cases for the robot’s navigation. The paper is concluded in
Section \[sec:conclusion\]. Methods ======= The Robot --------- A robot was constructed using an articulated robot base, with the ability to make complex movements. The robot consists of two main modules: an *electronic board* that controls the robot’s actions; and a *robot arm* that executes the commands on the electronic board. The electronic board contains a microcontroller, a power supply,
and two RGB-LEDs. The LEDs are used for navigation (see Fig. \[fig:robot\]), and the distance between them is used for lateral control (see section \[subsec:control\]). ![Robot design: two LEDs used for navigation and lateral control, and a robot arm for executing the commands from the electronic board.[]{data-label="fig:robot"}](robot_fin_small){width="0.9\columnwidth"} The electronic board
consists of two additional modules: (1) a GUI module that is used to control the robot and gather 82157476af
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